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Autodesk is a leader in 3-D design software for architecture, 
engineering, manufacturing and more. For people serious about 
creating, the annual Autodesk University event is an opportunity 
to train on Autodesk software, learn about industry trends and 
share knowledge with peers. But could FreemanXP create even 
deeper attendee engagement? 



RE-IMAGINING THE EXPERIENCE
As we sought innovative ways to build connections with the 
brand while also adding an important touch of drama, we drew 
significant inspiration from the Autodesk Gallery in San Francisco. 
This stunning collection brings together stories from across the 
globe that highlight how exceptional design_aided by Autodesk 
technology—shapes the world around us, from the buildings we 
live and work in to the machines that propel us forward and the 
products that enrich our lives. 

With this vision in mind, and through close collaboration with 
the client and a preferred vendor whose products are 100% 
sustainable, we applied a scalable, user-centric and evidence-
based design methodology to create an event environment filled 
with surprise and delight. 

A crucial standout area was named “Central Park.” Heroically 
beautiful fabric structures created with an origami-inspired vibe 
led to unique, intimate spaces that showcased incredible examples 
of how Autodesk software is helping to change the world… 
exemplifying the possibilities of what dreams can do. 



CONNECTIONS AND CONSISTENCY
With so much to engage attendees, they spent significantly 
more time on the show floor conversing with peers, vendors and 
subject matter experts—which thrilled our client. What’s more, the 
event captured the essence of the Autodesk brand so well that, 
although the Central Park structures were intended to be rented, 
Autodesk asked to purchase them to bring additional brand 
consistency to their other events!



INSPIRATION

FLOORPLAN
The preliminary floorplan derived its inspiration from architectural urban planning models.
The goal was to provide a blueprint that was modern, interesting and tied into the
idea of cross-connecting di�erent areas in the most e�cient way possible.  

In the end, we created an exciting floorplan which encouraged
attendees to “learn, connect and explore.” This is AU’s mantra.



INSPIRATION

EVENT STRUCTURES
The notion of using origami design as the influence for the architecture of the physical
structures was established early on.  Autodesk’s own software iconography is based
on origami and it seemed to be a natural choice to reinforce the brand and at the
same time provide unique architectural opportunities at the event.



DIGITAL PROTOTYPING
Our challenge here was to tell the story of one of Autodesk’s clients and
how Autodesk products help streamline the prototyping process.  The
product was a headphone set by Astro and we brought it to life by
creating a giant-sized fabric structure version of it that attendees
could walk through and interact within.

THE DESIGNS



MANUFACTURING
“MAKE GREAT PRODUCTS” was the message for the manufacturing
segment of Autodesk.  The area was a showcase of Autodesk client
products and designs and the full suite of Autodesk applications
that were used to create them.



“BIM” CITY
Unraveling the complexity of “Business Information Modeling” and then
educating the attendee in an engaging journey was the primary goal
of this area.  With several interactive areas located throughout,
the attendee was able to experience the various facets of
BIM in a memorable way.



CENTRAL PARK

A UNIQUE DESIGN, A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP
At the heart of the event floorplan was a space dubbed “Central Park” which started o� as a
social interaction area and then later morphed into a conglomeration of Autodesk cross-industry
programs, products and initiatives.  Freeman partnered with Fabric Images, a Fabric Solutions
preferred vendor, to develop the amazing fabric structures that populated the space.



A360
Since enabling design and engineering centric project teams to work 
e�ciently together in one central virtual workspace is the purpose
of Autodesk’s A360 suite, we provided an encapsulated space to
turn the virtual into a real physical space. Using engaging video
projections on the inner walls, the attendee was immersed in
the world of A360.



AUTOCAD
Perhaps nothing is quite as e�ective at proving the relevance of a product
than to have well-respected and awarded industry leaders endorse it.
That is what we did with AutoCAD’s event space by providing a means
to tell the story of AutoCAD’s success through the stories provided by
its most influential users.



EDUCATION
In the Autodesk culture, education is more than the means to an end...
it is a lifestyle.  Taking the philosophy of “Teaching a man to fish so that
he may feed himself for a lifetime” to the next level, Autodesk firmly
believes that individuals have the creative power to change the world
for the better and it is a core mission to provide students with the
tools they need to accomplish this successfully.



EDUCATION
One part classroom, one part hands-on laboratory and one part gallery,
the education area gave students from all disciplines the chance to
experience the many programs and initiatives sponsored by
Autodesk Education as well as showcasing the talents of
award-winning students.



RECAP
“Reality Capture” is one of the fastest-growing areas within the world
of 3D design.  A large Recap machine which is able to photograph
real three-dimensional objects and then process them digitally
to create 3D files was the star-attraction of this area.



THE DESIGN-LED REVOLUTION
Encouraging sustainable design is one of the cornerstones of Autodesk’s
overall e�orts to help make the world a better place for all of us to live.
This gallery showcased the winners of their “Green Patriot” sustainable
design call-to-action poster contest. FREEMAN was called upon to
follow suit with sustainably-produced structures.  The widespread
use of 100% recyclable fabric structures was key to delivering
on this promise.

SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN IS THE KEY
TO A BETTER
FUTURE.



IMPACT WITH CONSISTENCY
From the moment you entered the event space there was a consistency
of architectural and graphic elements that carried throughout the
entire show hall.  Even with such a diverse array of requirements and
requests asked from by the various Autodesk content owners, we
were able to deliver an experience that was impactful, consistent
and that also reinforced Autodesk’s brand and messaging.


